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Dense-matter nuclear theory
Ø Describe the state and properties of nuclear matter 

in astrophysical scenarios (EOS) from fundamental 
principles. 

Ø Low-energy nuclear theory (my viewpoint):  Use 
state-of-the-art computational methods and 
description in terms of neutrons and protons and 
solve many-body Schroedinger equation.
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We need:
q A theory for the strong interactions among 

nucleons: 
Chiral effective field theory

q A computational method to solve the many-
body Schrödinger equation:

e.g., Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC), 
Many-Body Perturbation Theory, 
Coupled Cluster Theory, …
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?

Constraints:
Ø At low densities from nuclear theory

and experiment.

Ø At very high density from pQCD.

Ø No robust constraints at intermediate 
densities from nuclear physics!

Dense-matter EOS for neutron stars

Sketch!

see, e.g., Kurkela, Vuorinen, Gorda et al.
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Ø Progress for computational methods, can now address more nuclear systems:
• Towards unified microscopic approach using the same strong interactions and many-

body methods to describe nuclei, nuclear matter, and weak interactions in both.

Ø Remarkable progress towards controlled theoretical uncertainty estimates:  
• Present theoretical predictions limited by our understanding of nuclear interactions, 

and our ability to reliably calculate these strongly interacting systems. 
• New methods to estimate uncertainties, tests of EFT breakdown…

Progress in the last years
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Simonis et al., PRC (2016) Huth et al., arXiv:2009.08885 Essick et al., PRC (2020)Drischler et al., PRL (2020)

See also Holt et al., Lynn et al., …

Neutron Matter

EOS



Progress in the last years: UQ
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Ø Allow estimates of breakdown scale 
of chiral effective field theory.

Drischler et al., PRL & PRC (2020)

UQ from order-by-order calculations: UQ using Gaussian processes:

Gandolfi et al., J. Phys G (2019)



Progress in the last years: EFT tests
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• Nonparametric representation of EOS 
informed by microscopic results.

• Allows to test microscopic EOS 
predictions against astrophysical data.

• Comparison to agnostic (uninformed) 
prediction serves as indicator, where 
microscopic calculations break down.

Essick et al., PRC 102, 055803 (2020)

Conclusions:

Ø Breakdown of calculations likely 
between 1-2 nsat.

Ø Current astrophysical data no 
restrictive enough, but excited for 
future data



Future: low-density EOS
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Hebeler et al ., ApJ (2013)

Tews et al ., PRL (2013)

Lynn et al ., PRL (2016)

Drischler et al ., PRL (2019)

Drischler et al ., GP-B

Precision constraints on the equation of state of nucleonic matter up to 2 nsat as a function of 
• density n,
• proton fraction x,
• and at various temperatures T.

Neutron Matter

Huth et al., arXiv:2009.08885 Keller et al., arXiv:2011.05855

See also Holt et al., Wellenhofer et al., …
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Future: high-density EOS

• Precision low-density calculations complemented by new higher-density approaches. 
• Recent developments using Functional Renormalization Group, might enable reliable 

calculations of EOS beyond 3nsat.

• Great synergy with experimental efforts and astrophysical observations.
• Identify high density features of EOS: Is there a strong phase transition?

Symmetric Matter

Huth et al., arXiv:2009.08885Leonhard et al., PRL (2020)



Summary

Past Progress:

• Great progress towards precision calculations of nuclear systems (improved computational 
methods, better microscopic interactions, test interactions in wider range of systems, …). 
Remaining limitations mainly from nuclear interactions (strong community efforts to solve 
open problems).

• Combination of microscopic nuclear theory with statistical methods (e.g., Bayesian).

• Exciting developments in Uncertainty Quantification (order-by-order calculations, Gaussian 
processes). Microscopic calculations with ch. EFT limited to about twice saturation density.
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Future developments:

• Systematic calculations of EOS at finite temperature, 
new high-density approaches, …

• Precision calculations of the EOS and its weak 
response between 1-2 nsat will allow for great 
synergies with experiment and observations.

• Test for (non)existence of strong phase transition, 
will provide exciting information on the phases of 
matter at the most extreme conditions.


